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RELEASE  
Manguba is the name of a haunt that inhabited my grandmother's childhood. In this performance-crossroad, I invite this and 

other ghostly beings to space-time, in a dance implied by the constant transformation of physicality and imagery. The holes in 

the body, the cracks, recesses, eye cavities, anus, vagina, mouth and the materiality of the voice are activated in the invocation 

of invisible beings and apparitions. With my sloppy, hairy, deviant, and politically invisible lesbian body, I enchant the also 

rejected and invisible phantasmagoria of haunting women dancing the appearance between transparency and opacity, crossing 

the intersection of these worlds in the body. 

 

In this process, I have tried to articulate an incomprehensible lexicon of the hole, the sweat, the hair, the voice, the holes as 

caves, breaths, hallucinations. The residues of the body is the consequence and materiality of the construction of this 

imaginary-world-body. 

 

With the intention of dismantling the macho colonial projection on a body with deviant experiences and phenotypes and 

monstrifying an already socially monstrified body, I take the unconscious repressions of the normative imagery to a cis 

racialized female body to a ghostly limit. Animalized, scary, dirty, grotesque, violent and at the same time hyper sexualized and 

hyper desired for consumption and male disposal cishetero. 

 

The public is invited to be an accomplice, haunted and haunter, to be too close and through this synesthetic proximity, to 

deliriate together the disintegration of the world stagnating in the Eurocentric rationality that we live. To (re) activate elements 

of a collective unconscious that leads us to tear internally and externally the foundations of rotten structures. 

 

MANGUBA is the third piece in QUADRILOGIA DA ENCRUZILHADA series of four pieces created by me inspired by the 

ontological universe of Afro-Brazilian Yoruba epistemology, more situated in the practices and teachings of Candomblé. 

Composed by FLECHA (2016) and RAIORAIO LAMALAMA (2019), by MANGUBA <creation phase> and by DANÇA BOMBA 

<creation phase>, my first group piece.



QUADRILOGIA DA 

ENCRUZILHADA 

  

The crossroads, a place where two or more streets, roads 

or paths intersect, is also a metaphysical space for offerings 

to the orisha Exu and Pombo Giras. These entities govern 

communication, sexuality and pioneering in a non-binomic 

complexity to the limit of viscerality and the Eurocentric 

construction of morals. I understand these performances 

also as an offering, as ebó-pieces, which operate ancestral 

transmutation forces and carry mysteries and muddled 

foundations, in the power of their incomprehension. The 

four points of the quadrilogy are located at a sensitive 

crossroads that understands the body as the cartographic 

place of the crossing, where performativity, spirituality, 

fiction and spell intersect and blur their limits. 
I develop dances that incorporate, incarnate, invoke and blur 

the boundaries between humanx, performance, trance, 

animality through the imaginary, seeing in the macumba, a 

technology that makes it possible to create <and 

rediscover> subtle and ferocious worlds, which face 

hegemony, and produce healing for dissonant bodies and 

narratives. 

My place as a body in the world, as a light-skinned black 

woman, South American and lesbian, is a filter and trigger 

for my aesthetics and poetics, always done by and for our 

own. I understand that racking access and visibility in the 

art market is a way to operate in the flaws of hegemony, to 

infiltrate <even invisibly and mysteriously> revolutionary 

and insurgent poetics that build fields of force and 

disruption.
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CONCEPTION AND PERFORMANCE | Luara Raio 

DRAMATURGY | Jurema Mombaça 

OUTSIDE EYES | Michelle Moura 

SOUNDTRACK | Odete 

RESIDENCYS | Espaço do Tempo, ICI-CCN 
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COSTUMES | Karla Tavares 
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VIDEO  
https://vimeo.com/459615127 
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https://vimeo.com/459615127


BIOS 
Luara Learth Moreira Luara Learth Moreira, born in 1990, is a performer, dancer and choreographer graduated in 

Performing Arts from the University of Brasília. She has worked with professionals of various nationalities in the areas of 

dance, theater, cinema and performance, among which are Emmanuele Huynh , Marcelo Evenlin (BR), Luciana Lara (BR), 

Pablo Gisbert (ES), Tanya Beyeler (BE). From 2012 to 2015 she joined the cast of the Brazilian company Antistatusquo, directed 

by choreographer Luciana Lara. With the company, she danced in several cities, such as Curitiba, Salvador, Recife, Curitiba, 

São Paulo and La Paz. In 2015, she was one of the ten artists covered by FAC-SECULT DF's  scholarship program to attend to 

the performing arts study program PEPCC 2015/2016, from Fórum Dança in Lisbon, where she received teaching and coaching 

from artists such as Vera Mantero, Loic Touzé, Lia Rodrigues, Marlene Monteiro Freitas, Trisha Brown Company, among 

others. Also was singer and composer in the lesbian funk Group SAPABONDE. 

 In Portugal Luara also worked professionally with artists such as João Fiadeiro, Mariana Tengner de Barros, Miguel Pereira 

and the Rabbit Hole collective. In 2016 she created her first authorial choreographic piece, the duo Chubby Bunny, that 

premiered in Alkantara, and was presented in the festival (Re) union, and in the Festival DDD – Dias Da Dança in 2017, Porto-

PT, Teatro Aveirense, Teatro Circo de Braga. Also in Luara 2016 created the solo FLECHA, that was coached by Vera Mantero, 

and premiered at Teatro Meridional in Lisbon. This work was presented in Brazil at the Novadança Festival, at the ¼ Cena 

Festival where it received the innovation award Furando a bubba, Salão Residência Fora do Eixo, ACASAS Festival and MID 

Festival -International Movement of Dance, festival voices of the Body in São Paulo, and Festival (re)union, Interferencias and 

Festival TODOS in Lisbon.  In 2019 premiered her second solo, RAIORAIO LAMALAMA, at Rua das Gaivotas (Lisbon), with 

residency at C3 in Córdoba, Spain, Espaço do Tempo, PT, and support of Rumo do Fumo, PT. The performance also will be 

presented in the context of the exposition POSEDE.É.S, from MO.CO, in 2020 at Montpellier, FR. 

 In 2019 she starts a master's degree in dance in the advanced program of creation in the arts, EXERCE, from the Institut 

Coreofrafique Internacional - CCN Montpellier, directed by Cristian Rizzo where she continues her authorial research creating 

QUADRILOGIA DA ENCRUZILHADA, a series of ebony dances created at the intersection between macumba, imaginary, 

incorporation and performance. 

http://mo.co/


Jota Mombaça is an interdisciplinary artist whose work derives from poetry, critical theory and performance. The 

sonic and visual matter of words plays an important role in their practice, which often relates to anti-colonial critique and 

gender disobedience. Through performance, visionary fiction and situational strategies of knowledge production, they 

intend to rehearse the end of the world as we know it and the figuration of what comes after we dislodge the Modern-

Colonial subject off its podium. 

Michelle Moura  is Brazilian, living in Berlin since 2017. In minimal and detailed pieces she creates physical 

restrictions to explore psychological and physical changes. Her creations have been presented at international dance 

and performing arts festivals including Impulstanz (AU), Festival Panorama (BR), La Biennale di Venezia (IT). 

Overtongue (2020), BLINK mini unison intense lament (2015) and FOLE (2013) are its main pieces where the 

physical, affective and neurological capacities of the body are key points at work. Mainly an author in her own right, 

Michelle also performs for other artists. As a dancer, she currently works with Lea Moro (CH), and has worked with 

Wilhelm Groener (DE), Vincent Dupont (FR), among others. Dance studies between 2010 and 2008 at the Center 

National de la Danse Contemporaine d'Angers (FR) under the direction of Emmanuelle Huyhn. Master's studies at 

Das Choreography (2015), Amsterdam. She was co-founder and member of Couve-Flor Minicomunidade Artística 

Mundial (2005 - 2012), along with 7 other artists from the city of Curitiba (BR). Michelle teaches workshops in 

various contexts, for example, in dance schools like SNDO Amsterdam (2017 and 2016).  

Odete (n. Porto, 1995) Multidisciplinary artist develops a body of work that touches on music, visual arts, 

performance and theater. Her work is an explicitly autobiographical work, making clear connections between the 

personal and the political. In 2013, she finished the Performing Arts course, an Interpretation component of the 

Contemporary Academy of Spectacles, in Porto. Since then he has developed his own creations, presenting them all 

over Europe, in a performative, expository or even concert format. This year he made music for several films and 

plays, highlighting Raquel André's "Artist Collection" and Dinis Machado's "Yellow Puzzle Horse" for his debut. 

Currently researching secret societies, new ways of thinking about archeology and science fiction. 
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